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Mr. John F. Munro, Chief
Operator Licen'se Section, Region 11
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
101 Marietto Street, N.W., Suite 2900
Atlanto, GA 30323

Dear Mr. Munro:

Re: St. Lucie Units I and 2 '

Docket Nos. 50-335, 50-389
Comments on License Examination
of November i1,1986

Attached are the Florida Power & Light Company comments on the St. Lucie
License Examination administered on November 17,1986.

| The attachment supplements and replaces comments provided at the exam exit
( November 20, 1986 and St. Lucie Training Letter 86-243, dated

meeting ' I 1,1986.i Novembe
| Si
| Should you have any questions, please contact us.

Very truly yours,
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COMMENTS ON ST. LUCIE Li&NSE EXAMINATION
NOVEMBER 17, 1986

Comment #1

Question 1.09 (a) - This question is considered to be at the SRO knowledge level.
It is not closely related to the learning objective used as a reference.

Recommendation #1

Delete the question.

Comment #2

Question 1.11 - This question is unnecessarily confusing in that after the operator
determines the direction of flux shift, he must then use an equation that is exactly
opposite to the circuit description that he was tought. The summer output
referenced in the question is electronically multiplied by -1, effectively changing
it from upper-lower to lower-upper.

Recommendation #2

Delete the question.

Reference

Refer to attached Figure 12, from Lesson Text #404, "Rx Protection System."
This core protection calculator interface block diagram shows the summer output
as a L - U signol.

Comment #3

Question 1.12 - The answer to this question is " Bottom of the Reactor core to the
top of the SG Tube Sheet". The thickness of the SG Tube sheet is negligible with
regard to this question.

Recommendation #3

Modify the exam key to accept bottom of reactor core to the SG Tube sheet.

Comment #4

Question 1.lS - The two reasons required by the question are generic in nature.

Recommendation #4

Modify the key to accept as a correct answer a plausible scenario that indicates
student knowledge of unnecessary challenges to Reactor Safety.

|
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Comment #5

Question 1.17 - The learning objective referenced in the answer key is " Explain
the effect of delayed neutrons of reactor control". An explanation of the
phenomena addressed in the question is extremely difficult to put into words. If
the students had been provided with an equation sheet, they may have been able to
solve the problem quantitatively.

Recommendation #5

Delete the question.

Reference

PSRT p. 8-3 LO 12.

Comment #6

Question 1.19 B - The question addresses changes in the viscosity of liquid and
steam with increasing temperature. From on educational standpoint it is
acceptable to discuss both to stimulate student interest. However, knowledge of
the variance of steam viscosity with temperature is of no significance to the
reactor operator. Additionally, the learning objective referenced only requires
knowledge of how a liquid's viscosity is offected by a temperature change.

| Recommendation #6

Delete question 1.19 B.

Comment #7

Question 1.20 B - To correctly answer this question, the student must make the
assumption that steam loads are continuously maintained throughout the
t ransient. For consistency, this assumption should have been provided to the
student.

|

i Recommendation #7
|

| Delete question 1.20 B.

Comment #8
|
! Question 1.24 C - This question cannot be quantitatively answered using the

supplied curves. Additionally the answer key is wrong, in that the curve showing
xenon buildup following a trip from 70% power (interpolated) appears to have been
used.

|
|

Recommendation #8

Accept as a correct answer on explanation by the student that demonstrates
knowledge of the xenon trend following power reductions and delete the
requirement for numerical values. If this is not acceptable, delete the question.
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Comment #9

Questions 2.08 A question almost identical to this one was given on the
December 1985 exam. Alternative D has been changed on the present exam to
read...in series with the SDC heat exchanger. Previoiusly it was worded..._in
parallel with the SDC heat exchangers. This change makes alternative D
equivalent to alternative C.

Recommendation #9

Accept either C or D as the correct answer.

Reference

Refer to attached Figures 2|C & D from RCO Text #207, " Emergency Core
Cooling Systems." HVC 3657 is used to control the cooldown rate and is in series
with the SDC heat exchanger. This makes options C and D equivalent.

Comment # 10

Question 2.1i A - The seat injection system has been recently modified at Unit 2.
It is now essentially the same at both units.

RecommenJotion # 10

Correct answer key. The answer to part A should be both.

Reference

RCO Lesson Text 202, pps.18-19, Figure 17 and 17A.

Comment # I i

Questions 2.14 A - The question asks for the location of a Reflash module. This
level of knowledge is not necessary in that the procedure, which gives the location
of the Reflash module, would be in hand and utilized by trhe operator for
guidance. Between Unit I and Unit 2 there are over 100 Reflash modules.
Additionally, the plant annunciator summary describes the location of specific
Reflash modules.

Recommendation # l I

Delete question 2.14 A.

Comment #12

Question 2.18 B - The answer key is too specific in that it requires the student to
remember that the system has a high flow rate and then to deduce that the high
flowrote through the system is a design feature.

Recommendation # 12

Amend the answer key to accept filters or filtration as alternative correct
answers.
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Comment # 13

Question 2.20 B - PSL does not have a connection between this instrument and the
reactor drain tank. A blank flange is the only available piping, and methods taken
to measure leakage assuming the first seal fails are not procedurally addressed.

Recommendation #13

Delete questions 2.20 B.

Reference

Refer to ottoched Figure 8E from RCO Text #203, "Rx Vessel and Internals." This
diagram shows the reactor flange seal leak off detection system and does not show
connecting piping to the reactor drain tank.

Comment # 14

Question 2.21 - At Unit I, each diesel has one solenoid volve which will open to
fill both day tanks.

Recommendation #I4

Correct key.
~

Comment #15

Question 3.05 - None of the four supplied answers are correct.

Recommendation # 15

Delete the question.

Reference

Refer to attached page 30 from Lesson Text #302, " Condensate, Feedwater, and
Heater Vent and Drain System." This attachment identifies the low lube oil
pressure trip as occurring at less than 4 psig. Option D is referenced as the
correct answer which gives 6 psig as the trip setpoint.

Comment #16

Question 3.11 A - The question is unclear os to whether actual operating pressure
or shutoff head pressure is the desired answer.

Recommendation #16

Amend answer key to accept answers in the range of 40-56 psi.

Reference

Refer to the attached ICW head vs flow curve from the plant data book. Accept
as valid the following range of values:

55 psig at 12,000 gpm
30 psig at 18,000 gpm
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Comment #17

Question 5.10 - This question asks for knowledge of triggering events applied to an
outdated system design, and for that reason it is not content valid.

; Recommendation #17
.

; Delete the question or accept introduction of cold feedwater at a high flowrote as
the complete answer.

Comment #18
i

i Question 5.12 - Refer to Comment #3.

Comment #19

Question 5.15 - The knowledge associated with answering this question correctly is
tied to the construction and maintenance of, vice the operation of, a nuclear
plant.

Recommendation #19
,

Delete the question.

Comment #20

I Question 5.20 - This question is confusing in that it compares the core cooldown
curve to the heatup curve in the root of the question, however, no correlation

,

j between the two curves is required in the answer key.

Recommendation #20
i

: Modify the answer key to accept Reactor vessel beltline or Reactor vessel inner
1 wall as the limiting location and accept a description explaining why cooldown

stresses are more limiting than heotup stresses. (i.e., cooldown stress is tensile)

Comment #21

i Question 5.22 - Refer to Comment #5

; Comment #22
:

Question 5.25 C - Refer to Comment #8,

,

Comment #23

Question 6.08 - The spent fuel pool heat exchanger is not a source of inleakage to
the CCW system, since it operates at a lower pressure than the CCW system.'

!

Recommendation #23

Correct answer key.
1
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Comment #24

Question 6.16 - Refer to Comment #12.

Comment #25

Question 6.19 - Although PSL has a procedure for dry sipping of fuel assemblies, it
has not been used. Dry sipping of fuel assemblies is contracted out to the fuel
supplier (Exxon or Combustion Engineering). FPL's Quality Assurance Department
reviews the vendor's procedures and the Reactor Engineering Department oversees
this evolution.

Recommendation #25

We recommend deleting this question, since specific knowledge of the dry sipping
process is not on SRO responsibility.

Comment #26

Question 8.01 - Alternative A is correct in addition to alternative C. To be o true
statment, alternative A would have to specify that it is only applicable in Mode I

1.00).or 2#. (# with Kefy

Recommendation #26

Modify the answer key to accept either A or C as correct answers.

Reference

Technical Specification 3.1.1.5 (ottention to the # sign).

Comment #27

Question 8.15 - To correctly answer this question, the operator must have unoided
recall of a pressure limit associated with a temperature limit (the limits are
specifically different on both units). PSL ogrees that the operator should be
knowledgable of this specification, but a more suitable questioning technique
(recognition vice unoided recall, similar to 8.01) might have been more
oppropriate.

Recommendation #27

Reduce the value of the question to 1.0.
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ERIC COMMENTS ON ST. LUCIE LICENSE EXAMINATION
NOVEMBER 17, 1986

The following generic comments are intended as constructive feedback only.

Comment /!!

The students were not provided with a formula sheet for this exam. This is
normally provided by NRC as a standard practice.

Comment #2

Some cause and effect questions can have varied answers depending on the
assumptions made. For consistency, NRC should specify what assumptions the
operator should make for these questions.

Comment #3
?

Questions that require unaided recall of notes, cautions, precautions, or
subsequent action steps from procedures are not considered valid questions by the
PSL training staff. It would be more appropriate to state the entire caution or
note and ask the student to describe the reason for the caution or note.

I
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